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Atlanta Hawks Stress Their System While Leading Their Series 

By Mike Tierney 

They are the accidental playoff participant, a team whose management has stressed winning its players’ 

acceptance of a fresh system more than winning games this season. 

Reaching the playoffs as an eighth seed? No big deal to the Atlanta Hawks. Any short-term gratification 

that came with seizing the last Eastern Conference berth by being not as bad as the Knicks mattered less 

than the nebulously measured progress of players’ embracing the culture defined by the second-year 

general manager Danny Ferry and the first-year coach Mike Budenholzer. 

If the results of five postseason games can provide a fair gauge of the bosses’ long-range goals, consider 

the culture well on its way to absorption. As long as the Hawks are here, they might as well try to win it. 

Not only do the Hawks lead top-seeded Indiana, 3-2, but they have dictated the style and pace of play, 

rendering the Pacers baffled and frustrated. A victory Thursday night at home or, if required, Saturday in 

Indianapolis, would deliver a most unforeseen series outcome. 

Unforeseen, that is, to nearly all precincts beyond the Hawks’ locker room. Not one player interviewed 

after practice Wednesday so much as hinted at any surprise over Atlanta’s being one up. 

“We didn’t feel like we’re an eight seed, even though we have an eight seed’s record — or worse,” Kyle 

Korver said, alluding to how a late-season surge merely brought the Hawks to six games under .500. 

“We said all season long that, if we have all our pieces, we have a good team.” 

They still are missing the All-Star center Al Horford, whose season was cut short after 29 games by a torn 

pectoral muscle. Injuries shelved others for extended periods. Ever-changing lineups delayed 

Budenholzer’s concepts from taking hold, most evident with a spread offense that places up to four 

players on the perimeter. 

All the while, Coach Bud, as the players call him, pounded a message in them. 

“Trust the system,” DeMarre Carroll said. “Don’t try to go outside yourself.” 

Some coaches preach winning the next quarter or the segment before the next TV timeout. Budenholzer 

emphasizes winning three-second cycles, whether it is fetching a rebound after an opponent’s shot or 

beating the defense down the floor. Capturing numerous cycles in a row, the thinking goes, begets 

winning. 

The spacing on offense invites 3-point shots while creating lanes for the quicksilver point guard Jeff 

Teague and others to drive. No statistic better illustrates the Hawks’ fondness for 3-pointers than this: 

Only 42 percent of the 7-foot center Pero Antic’s field-goal attempts are put up from inside the arc. 



“Everyone on this team can shoot,” said Mike Scott, who advanced his point by hitting five straight 3s in 

Game 5. 

The strategy has so flummoxed Indiana that their leading scorer Paul George said this week, “It’s like 

playing pickup ball against them.” 

He could not recall the Pacers’ needing to rotate so extensively on defense. 

“They’re swinging it, moving it, moving themselves,” George said of the Hawks, whose average assists 

per game this season ranked third. “It’s a different feeling playing these guys.” 

Plodding by comparison, the Pacers have proven an ill-suited matchup for Atlanta. Center Roy Hibbert, a 

vaunted protector of the rim who is ineffective on defense from outside its shadow, has seen his 

minutes shrink with each game, though Coach Frank Vogel has resisted benching him for the tip-off. 

At the other end, the Pacers have been plagued by excessive individual play. Without referring 

specifically to Indiana, Korver said of teams that rely on one-on-one, “If those guys aren’t hitting, it’s 

tough to win.” 

The contrasting styles have favored the Hawks, though they do not dare focus on — or at least talk 

about — matchups. 

“We’re probably stubborn that way,” said Budenholzer, who insists his overriding concern is whether his 

team is executing the system. 

“He’s still teaching us how to trust it,” Paul Millsap said. “We are still learning.” 

The system has been a godsend to Korver, who attempted nearly twice as many 3-pointers as 2-pointers 

this season. It was no force-fed meal for Korver, the N.B.A. record-holder for consecutive games with a 

3-point basket. 

“There are very, very few teams that win just because they have great talent,” he said. “It’s because 

they have a good system, and they get players to fit that system.” 

The Atlanta community is taking notice. The team, which outdrew only two others this season, lured a 

sellout crowd to Game 4, the series’ second home date, after playing the previous game before typical 

swatches of empty seats. Another full house is projected Thursday. 

For now, the notion of possibly creeping up in the draft for a lottery pick has been forgotten, especially 

with the Washington Wizards waiting in the next round. 

Of the last 60 series between No. 1 and No. 8 seeds, only five have ended in upsets, although three of 

those have happened in the past seven years. 

Millsap, for one, would hardly be floored by another. 

“A seed,” he said, “is just a number.” 



 


